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Therapy
When Social–Distancing has you at your wit’s end, remember simple things that bring a smile to your face
and lift your spirits. Hop into your Porsche and explore the back roads of the Absaroka Region that are right in
our own backyard. Smell fresh air, enjoy a view of distant snowcapped mountains, watch deer and antelope
play, listen to mechanical noise, take a deep breath, and all will be right in the world for the moment.
Life is slowly getting back to normal. We are once again going on drives together, laughing and sharing a delicious meal somewhere in our great state and region.
It’s not the cars…. It’s the people
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President’s Message—Red Lines
Lynnsey Slanina — President Absaroka Region
Dear All,
I apologize, there is not much
to write about, as we are a
sports car club, and with winter still holding on to its last
days, I am sure that our cars
are not quite ready to wake up
yet. But, before we know it,
spring will be upon us!
I remember fondly back to last
year at this time, I was in Palm
Springs with all the other PCA
Presidents in our region. This
year we settled for a Zoom get
together for a few hours. As
with every president’s meeting, we discussed a lot of business, reminisced, and planned
for the new year.
I want to let you know about
the plans we have for this year.
Thanks to Dan for enclosing a
tentative calendar for this
year’s events. The PCA Executive Council has done a lot of
work regarding the regulations
and rules around each club
holding events and they have
tried to make it easier and
more streamlined. That being
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said, when we hold events, we
must not only adhere to Montana’s Covid-19 Regulations,
but we are also held to that of
the Porsche Club of America’s
for liability purposes.
What does this mean for us? It
means that we carry on as we
always have and continue to
celebrate this group where we
all have something in common: friendship. “But wait!”
You say, “It’s the cars we have
in common!” You are correct,
but where would our group be
without all our like-minded
friends?
Our schedule might be a bit
light this year, as we are still
learning how to navigate the
waters of gathering in the time
of Covid-19. But we have
some exciting things in the
queue. First up is the annual
Road to Chico. Please on April
24th, make sure that you get
your reservations quickly, as
there are only three rooms left
in the Fisherman’s Lodge.
When you call Chico Hot

Springs, make sure to request a
room with the Absaroka Porsche Club.
We have some picnics
planned, some drives, and
even a trip to Sheridan to see a
wonderful car collection.
If you are planning on going to
Parade in French Lick, Indiana
this year, registration is already open. The Treffen
Scottsdale registration opened
February 24.
The All-European Car Show is
back on for this year, and I
cannot wait for that! That is
my favorite event!
Stay well, be kind to your
neighbor, and I look forward to
seeing you all soon.

Editor’s Message
Dan Cole
Hello from a “finally thawing
out Billings.” When winter finally came, it came all at once
after an unseasonably warm
start. I was enjoying it and
driving my Boxster frequently
up until I got a flat (that’s another story). It is Montana
however, so winter and cold
are inevitable. Maybe we’ve
turned the corner.
It has been strange not putting
out a monthly edition of
the Absaroka Arrow. There
just hasn’t been anything
worth writing about. The lack
of Club events due to the
COVID situation has us all
bottled up in what we can
safely do as a group. Understandable, but disappointing. I
know various members have
gotten together and done thing
and I have to say I am so glad
to hear that. As a past president, one goal was to be able
to introduce members to members because of our car connection and then have that
grow into friendships. It appears we have reached that
mark.
For this year, I’m only going

to do the Absaroka Arrow on a
quarterly basis as I mentioned
earlier in an email. It’s a lot of
work to produce each month
and the real intent of the newsletter is to keep members informed and tell them about the
fun things we do a s a club in
an effort to hopefully encourage other Porsche owners to
join our ranks.
This issue has an article written by our vice president Rick
Brookshier on his 914
1.8. Rick is the original owner
and that warranted sharing as
it a rare thing these days.
We have our Chico Season
Kickoff trip in April on the
calendar. There are still some
rooms available. The original
plan of having it in the convention center, more rooms,
etc., got scuttled for some reason, so we’re back in the Wine
Cellar private dining room
which means its limited to 16
people. If
you’d like to
take part in the
overnight and
dinner, give
Chico Hot
Springs Resort

a ring and mention our Porsche Club. You can always
come out for the drive and day,
enjoy Chico and head home if
you’d like. It’s always a fun
time and my favorite place in
Montana.
For summer activities, the
leadership is working on a trip
through the Big Horns, which
is always beautiful, the All
Euro Car Show, so it’s encouraging to see if life continues
beyond COVID and new content for the Absaroka Arrow.
Lastly, we’d have some members who had to endure the actual virus at various degrees
and it’s great to report everyone is on the rebound.
Cheers and I’ll see you on the
highway.
Dan

Every 2nd Saturday — Rain, Snow or Shine

Join Us for

Breakfast
Please join us for a cup of coffee, a hearty breakfast, or even a Laurel
Golf Club Bloody Mary at the Laurel Golf Club’s Restaurant! Their dining
room offers the best breakfast selection in Laurel and lots of space for
our members.
For breakfast they have a Breakfast Burrito, Eggs Benedict, Pancakes,
Waffles, and much more.
Every second Saturday, rain, sleet, snow, or sunshine, the Absaroka Region meets for breakfast, and you are welcome!
Join us at:
1020 Golf Course Road,
Laurel, Montana 59044
We meet at 9:00 AM, for good food and spirited conversation. It’s a
great opportunity to meet other club members, look at an everchanging collection of Porsches, and enjoy a tasty meal. It is also a very
good reason to get out of bed on a Saturday morning and meet the
folks before tackling the honey-do list!

Don’t be shy, please join us!
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Member Contributions

Rick Brookshier’s 1974 914, 1.8 His Story
By Rick Brookshier, Vice President, Absaroka Region

I grew up in southern California. When
I was just a kid in the 60s we would go
on road trips and we would pick out the
Porsches. I remember there being many
and that’s when the love set in. I knew I
would have one of my own one day.
After I got out of high school I spent a
long time looking at used Porsches. Not
finding anything I wanted to buy my
mom and dad said I should get a new
one. My dream car was the 911 but it
was out of my price range. So at 20
years of age I bought a brand new 914. I
pretty much lived on Mac & Cheese for
the next three years while I paid for it.

Back in the mid-70s one would see a lot
of 914s on the roads. I found it odd and
also exciting that I never saw another
914 the same color as mine. Later I
would learn that it was a 911 color.
I drove my 914 every day till 1985 and
then sadly it sat for 30 years.
In 2015 while at work one day my boss
said I should restore my 914. Some of
the guys I worked with at the time said
they would be willing to help with the
project/undertaking. I’m no auto mechanic so I talked it over with my wife
and away we went.
I believe we ended up pulling the engine

seven times but now she has a
totally new rebuilt engine. One
of the guys I worked with
loved to rebuild cars into mus-
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cle cars. I could not have done
it without him. He was a lifesaver.
After we got it running, this

took about two years, restoration led to new brakes, shocks,
wheel bearings and so on. After that we were off to paint
and body shop followed by

Rick’s 914 Restoration
much contemplation and conversation. We decided to stay
with the original color called
“Special Brown” which is on
the paperwork I still have from
the dealer. This took another
year.
We still have not done much
work on the interior, however,
now that I’m retired I’ll have
more time to work on it.
Back when we started this
whole undertaking my wife
suggested I join the Porsche
Club. I told her I thought I
should have it running first.
She actually bought the first
membership for me as a birthday gift.
I love working on it and we
love driving it around town
and on road trips. It’s a fun car
and a fun club.

Restoring Ricks Porsche 914 back to original
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ABSAROKA — Committee Reports
Updates


Board of Directors



The Board met to discuss the upcoming season, National COVID policies, and
planning of events.



All Euro Car Show



Everything is underway for this year. Stephanie would like to step down as the
chair so we need a new coordinator.

ABSAROKA — Sponsors
Please give them your support




Napa
Krueger & Company
Dana Motors





Underriner Motors
MARS of Billings
Pedros Garage

ABSAROKA — CALENDAR OF EVENTS
ABSAROKA REGION EVENTS — 2020
MARCH
14

Billings Breakfast Club — Laurel Golf Club, Laurel, MT

APRIL
12

Billings Breakfast Club — Laurel Golf Club, Laurel, MT

24

Road to Chico—Chico Hot Springs Resort, Pray MT

MAY
8

Billings Breakfast Club — Laurel Golf Club, Laurel, MT

JUNE
12

Billings Breakfast Club — Laurel Golf Club, Laurel, MT

18

Possible Club Event - TBD

JULY
10

Picnic and Drive Through The Big Horns, - Dayton, WY

23-25

Red Lodge Cruise—TBD, Red Lodge, MT

Absaroka Membership Updates
December, January,-February
Primary Members/Associate/Total:

47/37/84

New Members:

2

Christopher Blevins, Billings, MY 2020 718 Cayman S
Alex Kurtz, Glendive, MT 1983 944

Renewals

0

Jim and Karen Grace, Tom and Sara Neyer, Tim Hutslar

Transfers (In/Out):

0

Non Renewals:

1

Test Drive:

0

PCA Juniors

8

Marc W. Davis, Fred Magers

If you don’t see your spouse you need to add them as an
associate member

Absaroka Classifieds & Goodie Store
For Sale
Absaroka Lapel Pins are still available from Stephanie Haider.
Price is $5.00 Almost gone!
Email: snowgse@bresnan.net
Phone: 406.672.4815
Absaroka 40th Anniversary German Beer Steins are still available from Stephanie Haider.
Price is $25.00 Almost gone!!!
Email: snowgse@bresnan.net
Phone: 406.672.4815
Absaroka Logo Gear is always available by calling ACES in Billings. You can get anything
in their catalog with our Absaroka Region logo custom embroidered. Find something in
the catalog, give them a call, mention Absaroka Porsche Club. Delivery is usually a few
weeks. Website: https://acesmt.com/
ACES — All Color Embroidery Services
Email: orders@acesmt.com
Phone: 406.652.5587
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Return To Glory: Spring Car Preparation
Author and Photographer - Barbara Esser

03/03/2021—Your Porsche might need a clean before you enjoy your first drive after the winter break – but
how do you achieve the perfect result? Step forward master-detailer, Daniela Friedl.

You only have to watch Daniela
Friedl for a moment to know how
much she loves cars. As she glides
her cleaning pad over the flanks of
the Porsche 911, just boldly enough
to remove any marks, there’s a hint
of tenderness. But while she is a
huge fan of cars, she is not a fan of
dirt. It may play a huge role in her
business, but dirt is not her friend.
And there isn’t a type she hasn’t
come across: the petty kind that
sprays around the edges of your
wheel arches; the tar spots on your
paintwork; dead insects on your
windows; surface rust; resin spots;
grease marks on the leather upholstery; oily patches on the engine. If
she considers muck her enemy, she
faces a battalion every working day.

But Friedl never loses ...

low a specific checklist,” she says.

Putting the detail into detailing

Every cleaning session should begin
with a thorough hand wash. In Germany, most towns and cities don’t
allow people to wash their cars privately, so a self-service ‘wash box’
is recommended. Automatic car
washes aren’t ideal, according to
Friedl, as they can leave fine
scratches in the paintwork – and
scratches rank similarly to dirt in
her book. “They take away a lot of
the shine and form ugly holograms,” she explains.

“For me, cars are like guests and
you do your best for them,” says the
passionate car detailer, who adds
her trademark glossy finish at the
Swissvax Car Spa in the Munich
suburb of Baierbrunn. Friedl’s diary is always full – especially in
spring, when it’s time to make customers’ cars look beautiful again
after a long winter. It takes her two
to three days to fully detail a car
and Friedl will only work on one at
a time. “We do this job as our profession, but there are a lot of things
you can do at home too if you fol-

The golden rules of hand washing
Friedl sprays the Porsche with water
and lathers it from top to bottom
with a concentrated pH-neutral
shampoo dissolved in a bucket of

warm water. The pad in her hand,
dripping water, moves up and down
as she works. You’ll never see her
washing a car using circular motions. “The first rule is always work
in vertical or horizontal lines,” she
says. Circular movements, we learn,
are what create the micro-scratches
she so despises. She also advises
against conventional sponges: “The
particles in the sponge cause tiny
new scratches,” says Friedl, who
recommends a sponge with a cotton
cover.
The second rule: if a cleaning cloth
falls on the ground, replace it with a
clean one. And the third? Keep the
car wet throughout the washing
process. Friedl then rinses the car
and removes the water with a rubber scraper. Any moisture remaining in the nooks and crannies is
blown away using compressed air
before everything is rubbed dry
with a clean cloth – again avoiding
a circular-motion. The wheels are
cleaned, too, using a cleaning brush
and a specific wheel cleaner, before
being dried with a cloth.
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Anti-dirt campaign
The Porsche Friedl is working on
may have been built in 1986, but
it’s already starting to look younger.
Its owner is glowing, too. But for
Friedl, this is only the beginning.
“Most customers are a bit too optimistic about the condition of their
car’s paintwork.” This is the voice
of experience – and she takes out a
small LED lamp to show up the micro-scratches in the 911’s silver
paintwork. Countless fine scratches
and swirls are highlighted. “We’ll
get rid of those,” she promises, her
right hand rubbing the surface of
the paint with a piece of blue clay.
The magic weapon in vehicle care
The Paint Rubber – a detailing clay
– is considered by those in the trade
to be something of a miracle tool, as

it removes unwanted deposits from
the paint. Working across the entire
car requires elbow-grease and a
good technique – you need to push
the clay back and forth while applying light pressure – but the results
are worth it. Friedl demonstrates by
slipping the fingers of one hand into
a thin plastic pocket and then running it across the treated and untreated areas to literally feel the difference between the two.

Attention to detail
Next, she applies a cleaning fluid
which removes residual deposits
without attacking the healthy paint.
It makes sense to differentiate between residues and paint in this
way. “Standard products often combine cleaning and polishing,” says
Friedl. “But you usually pay for it

with a higher paint removal rate.”
Friedl works with a professional
polishing machine but masks plastic
and rubber parts beforehand, to
avoid white polish marks that can
be tricky to remove.
"The sound of restoration"
Almost as soon as the fluid has been
applied, it is wiped off with a microfibre cloth. The treated wing
shows a beautiful sheen, and compared to its untreated twin its paintwork appears deeper, its shape more
sculpted. When Friedl strokes the
paint, it squeaks. “That’s the sound
of restoration,” she grins.
Polishing Program
The clay and cleaning fluid are also
carefully applied to the wheels,
which Friedl describes as “the shoes
of a car”. “It goes without saying

that wheels should be kept looking
smart,” she says. A special rim wax
is applied and polished after ten
minutes. Plastic and rubber parts
also benefit from special treatment:
a plastic cleaner is applied with a
paintbrush, a brush or a cloth, followed by a deep care treatment.
“It’s like skin care,” she says. “You
always apply cream to your face
after cleansing.” Next, she tackles
the engine with a water-soluble engine cleaner before spraying on a
sealant, which is left to work for at
least two hours.

Taking care of the interior
“This is the point where many car
owners start to run out of steam,”
says Friedl, “but a car always shines
from the inside out.” So the mats
get the full steam cleaner treatment,
while the upholstery is treated with
a specialist leather cleaner, which
she sprays on before massaging it in

with a brush. The before-and-after
results are amazing and before long,
the surface of the leather changes
from shiny to semi-matt.

Interior care
As the grand finale is approached –
the job of sealing the paintwork –
Friedl reaches for a jar labelled
‘Zuffenhausen, takes a pea-sized
bead of wax and rubs it between her
palms. After warming it up she
massages the wax into the flank of
the Porsche with her bare hands,
like a physiotherapist applying Arnica oil to the legs of a footballer.
“A Porsche has perfect curves, so I
really enjoy this bit,” she admits,
allowing the wax to work for five to
ten minutes before briefly and gently polishing it.

Her subject is now radiant. But it’s

not just the exterior that’s showing
off. It’s not just the paintwork, the
wheels and the now shiny engine;
or the leather upholstery and the
plastic parts. As Friedl says, “It’s
shining from within. Spring is in the
air.”
Info
Text first published in the magazine
Porsche Klassik magazine, No.15.
Copyright: The image and sound
published here is copyright by Dr.
Ing. h.c. F. Porsche AG, Germany
or other individuals. It is not to be
reproduced wholly or in part without prior written permission of Dr.
Ing. h.c. F. Porsche AG. Please contact newsroom@porsche.com
for further information.
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